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Gallifrey Guardian 
HOW WIU THE 
DOCTOR CELEBRATE 
HIS THIRTIETH 
ANNIVERSARY? 



THE RETURN OF 
DEATH'S HEAD 

BOOK NEWS^ 

SIGNING 
Maruel Comics' Doctor UJho Magazine 

in association with 
GUDI Design and 

John Fitton Books and Magazines 

present 

Syluester McCoy and Sophie Rldred 

who mill be signing 
208 Special Limited Edition Baseball Caps 

at 
The Conservatory, 

St Giles High Street, 
London 111 1 

(nearest tube: Tottenham Court Road) 

SRTURDHV 30th JANUARY 1993 
the UK's first Thirtieth Anniversary Event!!! 

The Event will start at 12.30pm and finish around 3.30pm 

For further details: Contact John Fitton 
0977 661048 

The Limited Edition Baseball Caps will only be available at 
this euentl 



BRISTOL 





PUBLIC IMAGE 
British video safes... 

IflpsS 



DISCOUNTS 
ON 

DOCTOR WHO MRGRZINE 
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES! 

THIRTEEN ISSUES 
FOR THE PRICE OF 

TIIJELUE! 
Can you afford to miss out on this 

special offer? 
Marvel Comics' Doctor Who Magazine is packed 
with news, interviews, features and all-new 
adventures, Doctor Who Magazine is available on 
order from all good newsagents, comic shops and 
specialist bookstores - but you can SUBSCRIBE to 
THIRTEEN issues of DWM (a full year's sub¬ 
scription) for the price of TWELVE! Just fill out or 
copy the coupon below and post it with your 
payment to: Doctor Who Magazine Subscriptions, 
PO Box 500, Leicester Great Britain LE99 OAA. 
Subscription rates: UK £30.00; Overseas £48.00; 
USA $70.00. Offer does not include specials or the 
Year Book. All overseas subscriptions are sent Air- 
Mail. 
» Doctor Who Appreciation Society members 
Deduct £3.50 from UK subscription price, simply by 
including your membership number on your 
application. 
* Doctor Who Fan Club of Australia members will 
receive a £3.50 discount voucher for DWM 
subscriptions on joining this club. Contact DWFCA, 
PO Box 148, Gladesville, NSW 2111 Australia for 
membership details. 
* Friends of Doctor Who members will now 
receive a $6.00 discount voucher for DWM 
subscriptions on joining this club: contact FODW, 
PO Box 14111, Reading PA 19612-4111 USA for 
membership details. 
* On occasion we may permit other reputable companies to 
make otters of products or services to our customers. If you 
do not wish to receive such information, please tick the 
relevant box. 

DOCTOH WHO MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION 
Please supply me with thirteen issues of Marvel Comics' Doctor 
Who Magazine for the price of twelve, commencing with the most 
recent copy. I understand that the subscription offer does not 
include any specials or books. 

Address.. 

Date of Birth. 

Please tick your preferred payment method: 
J I enclose a cheque/postal order lor J UK £30.00 □ Overseas 
£48.00 □ USA $70.00 made payable to Marvel Comics Ltd. 

□ Please charge □ UK £30.00 □ Overseas £48.00 □ USA $70.00 
to my □ Visa □ Mastercard. My card number is (13 or 16 digits): 

Expiry Date.. 

DISCOUNT HATES 
Please note your membership number or enclose your discount 
voucher with your subscription application. 
□ Doctor Who Appreciation Society number (if applicable) 

□ I am a member of the □ Friends of Doctor Who LI Doctor Who 
Fan Club of Australia and enclose my DWM subscription discount 
voucher with this application. 
Return form and payment to Doctor Who Magazine Subscriptions. 
PO Box 500. Leicester. Great Britain LE99 0AB. 
□ Please tick here it you do not wish to receive details ol any 
special offer or new products. SC20F 



iMjn lags. oughly nice bloke, Colin Baker opened 
the new Doctor Who exhibition at the 
Needles Pleasure Park on the Isle of 
Wight.^ The Tomb of the^ Cybermen 

Archives ai 
i^BBC 

^touowig^a 

SHADA, AT LAST 
After a quiet June, July began with The 

y Sport bizarely and apparently 
- - neously revealing the ‘Kinky Secret 

of Dr Who Man'. Video of the month was 
.Shada, or rather the bits 

le. The scattered segments 
1 ' ’e mercurial Tom 

-er whether he actually was 
he Doctor during his narration. On 6th 

' "le BBC launched it’s lavish new 
onera Eldorado, but even the 

of The Tomb of the Cybermen 

. _ _ th. Some of the yei_ . 0_ 
successes were The Missing Stories 
audio tapes. The soundtracks to The 
Evil of the Daleks and The Macro Terror 

-‘.re released amid disappointment from 

GalluD Ti 

rl^ppomcing y< 

“coffS dtieTS 
what lyyz held in store. 

On 3rd January the impressive, if 
irreverent, documentary Resistance Is 
Useless preceded a screening of 1965’s 
The Time Meddler on BBC2. The 
documentary’s Brummie anorak proved 
a greater ratings puller than William 
Hartnell’s Doctor, who nevertheless 
evoked fond memories of Saturday tea- 
times long ago. If Seventies' Doctor Who 

sit out your New Year’s hangover with 
Robot, the latest BBC Video. For 
hundreds of London fans, Christmas 
came late when Oxford Street’s Virgin 
Megastore inadvertently priced their 

The Christmas cobwebs were well 
n away by an archaeologi- 

__hat the BBC coi 7 ' 
20th Jam ■ • 

Cyber,,,, 

challenge of 
Overkill. 

March’s video gems brought The 
Perttvee Years, a compilation of episodes 
brought forward to coincide with BBC2’s 
screening of The Sea Devils. Of course, 

nused, but appreciative, 
. JJ Simon Bates looked on. 
im of a 625-line copy of Death 

if you went to Woolworths, 
erroneously advertised the tape as 
and had to stick to their word. Th 

first Doctor Who ta; 

The Twin Dilemma after The Tomb of 
the Cybermen was a bit like following the 
sublime with the ridiculous. The Twin 



and Sylvester McCoy’s pocket watch. 
As Doctor Who fans jostled with eager 
Blake’s 7, Star Cops and Red Dwarf 
collectors, one couldn't help but wonder 
if the BBC had anything left at all 
afterwards. The month ended with a 
highly successful signing in London with 
Elisabeth Sladen, to mark the publication 
of the 1992 DWM Holiday Special. 

Panopticon, possibly every year’s 
essential Doctor Who convention, threw 
up a few surprises, including Ingrid Pitt 
and the new Dalek Attack computer 
game, both making their first appear¬ 
ance for fans. While at the convention. 

5^ September,^ 

"omb of the Cybermen, the return of a completed versio 
to the BBC’s archives. Photo © BBC Video. 

‘outstanding’. The third in Bill Baggs’ 
video projects featuring the ‘The Stran¬ 
ger and Miss Brown’ commenced 
shooting, once again starring Nicola 
Bryant and Colin Baker as you know 
Who! However. October will be rei 
bered as the month The Tentl T 
Episode 4 wasn’t returned to tne rmc 
archive. For once, the rumours seemed 
to be substantiated and even^the BBC 

.stJNoygmber UK Gold, the long 

le help from DWM 
11 in Radio Times. As 
Id flickered c 

te such an insular 

' ever published. The 
. ...id 1993's Doctor Who 
eagerly awaited, 
its is Your Life viewers 
1 to witness Debbie 

luawking her best wishes to 
er Hines from inside a Dalek. 

..Joctor Who years were repre- 
nted by a clip from that Troughton 
fry, with the Cybermen getting a good 
igh from the show’s audience. Mean- 

project to be completed 
Tenor of the Antons. Ian _ 
once again kindly provided .... 
source tapes, described the results 

hobby. Everybody, it se__ 
the repeats on BBC2 and UK Gold, and 
a surprising number of people who 
‘weren’t really interested’ had tracked 
down copies of The Tomb of the 
Cybermen. Of course, everybody from 
lL' —^—lal press to my next door 

asked ‘So when are they 
.. back?’. While there was still 
Doctor Who oi ' ’ ’ 

help satisfy 



READERS' SURVEY 
Any new Doctor Who as a television programme may still be some way off, but the 

videos, CDs, fanzines, models and, of course, both Doctor Who Magazine and 
Doctor Who Classic Comics should be all the evidence anyone needs to sup¬ 
port claims for the Doctor's continuing popularity. Once more, it is time to assess 
your views and opinions to help shape the next twelve months and. as we have 
done in the past, the results of our survey will be passed on to both BBC 
Enterprises and Virgin Books. BBC Home Video, in particular, have expressed a 
huge interest in this poll - regarded by many as the poll of Who fandom. Last year, 
you requested Remembrance of the Daleks to be released onto video, and as a 
result it is currently a provisional release for late 1993! If you only vote in one poll 

DOCTOR WHO 
MAGAZINE SECTION 

2) Favourite issue of DWM 
Choose from: Issues 183 -195, The’ 
Sarah Jane Holiday Special or The 
Time Lord Winter Special 

3) Favourite Free Gifts. 
Choose from: Posters or Postcards 











Doctor Woo! 



FROM 

iwg ® CLASS,e 
ijA W COMICS 
COMES 
THE WORLD'S LONGEST RUNNING TELEVISION SCIENCE FICTION 

PROGRAMME and 
THE WORLD'S LONGEST RUNNING COMIC STRIP BASED ON A 

TELEVISION PROGRAMME! 

presenting strips featuring all seven Doctors from 
the last three decades of British comics. 

52 FULL-COLOUR PAGES; FREE GIANT POSTER; 







of subtlety before?^ is lgiorable, the 

the idealised histcryof Doctor Who, totally 
out of place, but it is the totally dire plot 

about artificial intelligence systems, 
however, to at least follow the basic idea 
of the book’s ‘villain’. However, the storv 
is so wrapped up 
Burgess hip-spec 
by the time I’ve looKea up a wora in me 
glossary at the back for the third time (and 
the need for a glossary is always a bad 
sign), I’m frankly bored. Yes, the bad 

■ about page sixty. Yes, it is a good 
ice-fiction story, in a kind of low grade 
am Gibson or George Alec Effinger 

3Utwefrt°n offered ^ 
lie^Kadiatu LeUibridge-Stewart - 

sal Databank, the latest In the series of Doctor Who 
guides by Jean-Marc Lofflcer, and The Fourth Doctor 

1 Howe, Stammers and Walker are out this month and to 
e have TED copies of both books to give away In this FREE 

of Virgin Books. Just put your answers to the 
--stcard or the back of a sealed envelope and send 
Handy Bank, Doctor Who Magazine, Marvel Comics Ltd., 13/15 

hiuiiudi Jtreet, London WC2R 3DX. 
Entries should reach us by 4th March 1993. Usual Marvel 

competition rules apply and multiple entries will be burnt up! 

with Transit 

What Virgin_ 
are forgetting is that no amount of trying 
to get die books placed injhe adultsection 

New Adventures are read by an audience 
as varied in age as the TV series itself. I’d 
take pretty high bets that a lot of people, 
already in two minds about the quality of 



mmmmm 





Professors Kartz and Re ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

___ ____ _-lfrastructure, 
nd Shockeye plan to head towards Earth with the 

On a fishing holiday, the Sixth Doctor collapses and senses his 
earlier self being killed. Peri suggests that he seeks medical help, 
and the Doctor decides to visit Dastari, the pioneer of genetic 
engineering. Camera is deserted apart from the dead scientists 
left after the battle, and a computer voice tells the Doctor that 
work being done there threatened the Time Lords [t]. 
-*he Doctor and Peri by 

Dastari's 

attacks Peri whilst the Doctor is working to disarm the 
computer, and her cry causes the Doctor to trigger a vorum 
gas boobytrap. Falling apparently lifeless from the gantry, he 

»’
■>
 

: 



PART TWO (dm: 44'49") 
Peri’s attacker suddenly collapses, allowing her to rescue the 
Doctor. The pair find that the figure is actually a dirty, 
bedraggled Jamie. Under hypnosis, Jamie reveals that the 
Sontarans killed his Doctor. Back in the computer room, the 
group find a 3D recording system which showed the fake image 
of the Second Doctor being killed that Jamie had seen. The 
Doctor learns that the Kartz-Reimer experiment would require 
the symbiotic nucleii of a Time Lord, which the Sontarans must 
be trying to extract from his former self. By telepathy, the 
Doctor contacts himself - a prisoner in the hacienda basement 
- and senses the bells of Seville Cathedral. He and Peri depart 
for Earth with a recovered Jamie in the TARDIS. 

Group Marshall Stike of 

r/The Sixth Doctor scouts around 
and Shockeye. Anita tells him 

decide to attempt whilst Peri distracts 

2 door posing as an accommodation officer 
the operation, and the Second Doctor is 
cellar. The Sixth Doctor and Jamie enter 

' ^ ’ explaining to Jamie that a 

Stike and Varl. 

s the Androgum i 

fry to escape in the capsule - which fails - and then reaches 

The Second Doctor and Shockeye eat at Las Cadenas, a 
restaurant run by Oscar and Anita. Seville is being searched 
both by Chessene and Dastari, and also the Dc ‘ - 
Peri. The Doctor feels the. 
self taking a hold c 

When he is ui^----J - 
Shockeye stabs Oscar to death and leaves. The Doctor’s party 
finds his other self left at the restaurant and returning to normal 
- the^ second ^augmentation jiot having ^taken^ place soon 

Whilst Jamie is prepared as Shockeye’s next meal, the two 
Doctors and Peri are chained up in the cellar, after the Doctor 
has returned the primed briode-nebuliser. The Sixth Doctor 
gets free and confronts Shockeye, but is wounded and limps 
off into the olive grove. The cook follows the blood trail, and 
the Doctor kills him using cyanide from Oscar’s abandoned 
moth-hunting kit. 

Although the Second Doctor talks Dastari back to the side 
of reason, the scientist is shot down by Chessene who then 
attempts to escape in the capsule. The module explodes, the 
Doctor having set it to only work once - for a test with Peri 
made earlier - and Chessene reverts to a full Androgum as she 
dies. Using a Stattenheim Remote Control, the Second Doctor 
summons his TARDIS and departs with Jamie, leaving the 
Sixth Doctor and Peri with a long walk back to their own craft. 

M E 





entitled The Androgum Inheritance (although l_ 
nal working titles of Seventh Amendment and Creation 
have been referred to over the years). The concept 
of the Androgums coming to Earth to cull the 
populace like a meat supply was an idea he had once 
suggested to another writer as a possible storyline 
when script editing Doctor Who himself in die 

moral ooints regarding vegetarianism, and the 
; of animals purely for food purposes. 

Gary Downie, since he had previous e 

Island (featuring Troughton) partially shot in Corsica. 
The director for The Tieo Doctors, Peter Moffett, 
was selected in February 1984. Moffett had worked 
on the programme since Nathan-Tumer’s appoint¬ 
ment as producer including such stories as The Five 
Doctors and The Twin Dilemma which had introduced 
Colin Baker earlier that year. 

ladditio- study of graphology. 

towards the end of Part One, since neither Oscar noi 

he scripts for thejlr 

worth doing it is worth doing well." Also unused was 
a speech by the Sixth Doctor explaining that coronie 
add was developed by the Rutan as being effective 
against cloned tissue, and Shockeye’s more graphic 
considerations of how to cook Peri when he captured 
her. Holmes’ suggestion that a dismembered leg 
from Stike should fly through the air and land by the 

Tony Burrough was Even the task of designing the 
hie mu rww who serial since joining the 

of Traken. Costumes 

huhe role of Chessene o’ the Franzine Grig, 

Spriggs. However, little over a month before 

would later appear in Paradise Towers). Searching for 
another suitable actress, Nathan-Tumer remem¬ 
bered one whom he had once heard lauding in a 
distinctively evil way in the BBC canteen. This was 
Jacqueline Pearce, who had been acting since the 
Sixties but found fame as the ruthless Servalan in 
Blake’s 7in the late Seventies. The other Androgum, 
Shockeye o’ the Quawncing Grig, was played by the 
late Northern character actor John Stratton, wh 

set in Seville caused several ] 
Although the plantation house became a hacienda, 
New Orleans’ French quarter turned into Seville’s 
Arab Quarter and the banks of the Mississippi 
changed into an olive grove, there were other 

rethink from Holmes and Saward. The alterations left 
a story that neither felt was as strong as the original 
script, particularly ki Holmes’ case since he hated 
rewrites. In the process, a lot of verbal jokes that 
had been planned for an English-speaking country had 
to be abandoned. The serial went through final 
amendments in July, now entitled The Two Doctors. 

Eric Saward was still very pleased with the script, 
and in particular Holmes’ creation of Shockeye o’ the 
Quawncing Grig, which he considered to be his finest 
character of all. Although pleased with John Stratton’s 
performance, Saward was to find Peter Moffett’s 
direction very flat for his tastes. Like Holmes though, 

the local ‘fixer’ 

unavailable, Carnegie’s 
of the Spanish aristoc 

help out Downie with his preparatory ’ 
Colin Baker was delighted to be 

Patrick Troughton, whom he already 1 

wedding. Although he admired Troughton’; 
Baker had never acted with him before. 

Pianist, and briefly as Morix in The Leisure Him Fart 
One. Pape tad been Settm Blake in the Sixties and 

COSTUME CHANGES 
Trotightoris costume was largely the same as the 
version he had worn in The Five Doctors, and again 
his dark hair was noticeably greyer than it had been 
during his spell as the Doctor. As Janie, Frazer 



Styre and the Marshal had looked identical, the faces 
of Stike and Varl were crafted differently, with Stike 
actually having a small wispy beard. Jan Wrist’s 

designs from The Time Warrior. 
John Stratton’s make-up with red eyebrows and 

greasy boils (actually rice krispies) took about forty 
minutes to apply. In his scripts, Holmes had indicated 
that Shockeye had a grey skin with ‘warty 

also 

included the arrival of the TARDIS, 
box shell having been shipped " 

As work at the hacienda con 

Moffatt's team. On the final hacienda day, there was 

Shockeye that St 
for the kitchen se 

Cruz area of Seville and it was there that the 
production crew were regarded^with interest by an 

Hollywood. Colin Baker proudly explained that they 
were better than that: they were British! Unlike 
previous stories with foreign filming, there was no 
press coverage - possibly due to the fact that the 
latest James Bond film, A View to a Kill, was be' 
shot at the same time in the south of France. 

Doctor explained to Peri that the Androgums were 
the original inhabitants of the Third Zoners’ part of 
the galaxy, and had been used by the Zoners for 

sent to Germany - along with the hairpiece for Payne 
and the Androgum eyebrows for Stratton and 
Troughton. Whilst new make-up elements were 
acquired, these four aritstes were allowed to spend 
the two filming days at the hotel just relaxing at the 

me as possible underneath their latex masks. Some 
' ‘he crew suffered from sunburn, and the work for 

nas extremely tiring. Despite the rescheduling of 

lat Shockeye would break the Ion 
1' ‘ ■ e hands - hi* .™^Vr*u 

pt. The fini 

les for Part One which had 
r studio recording: Chessene 
tents of the Dona's mind was 
he hallway, whilst Varl telling 
; was landing had been intended 

'earce particularly enjoyed the scene 
to smear the Doctor’s blood from the 

’ ' ’ ' Part Three, feeling 

len bringing her hand up to her face - Chessene’s 
Androgum origins breaking through. 

The detonation of Stike’s invisible ship was 
achieved lately off-screen, simply by detonating a 
massive explosion near the hacienda and shaking the 
camera accordingly. Before this, thedying Stike was 

^TheSi Doctor’s killing of Shockeye involved a 
simple chemical reaction for its preparation, with 
Colin Ba ..,J 

tf. 

a blue strobe light. As-- 
were being recorded, both the kitchen and computer 
room sets were then altered for the later post-attack 
scenes in Parts One and Two. 

script, which indicated that the scr< 

tourists, but tw 
help Moffett complete l. . 
onlookers quiet. The only problem ' 
hunter stealing Troughton’s prop haiJuKeiuuci. 

Peter Moffett and Jan Wright performed cameo 
appearances in the filming for Part Three, sitting 
outside the Restaurant del Larel. Mercedes Carnegie 
was given the rfile of $e woman who threw a flower 
down to Dastari, wearing a dress that had originally 
been intended for Carmen Gomez. A horse and 
carriage were also found to ferry Jacqueline Pearce 
and Laurence Payne around the streets for One brief 
scene in the last episode. 

The final day on location required three sequences 
to be shot: the alien planet lakeside scene with the 
Sixth Doctor and Pen for Part One; the reshoot of 
the first scene with Oscar and Anita and finally the 
Second Doctor and Shockeye attacking a lorry driver 
in Part Three. A special prop was required for the 
fishing scenes - a small rubber fish with a comical 
face for the Doctor to catch. When the film unit 
reached the location at the start of the day though, 
the river which Downie had scouted had dried up to 
become a rather sorry-looking stream. 

In the original roadside scenes, the script indicated 

effect of rings on thr?. 
models of spherical Sontaran ships - faithful to l 
design established in The Time Warrior- were adc 

. i video effect. For the scene in Part 
two wnere me Doctor rapidly viewed text CSOed 

meaningless yet authentic sounding pseudo-scientific 
gibberish was written (and transcribed by one eager 
fan in DWM Issue 102). 

Only one Sontaran, Varl, was required for the first 
recording block - and all that appeared on-screen Of 
Tim Raynham was, -- *“-■* ■| I J 

Dastari’s office has some notable props, including the 
wire modem-art sculpture dismantled by the Doctor, 
Dastari’s journal with silver writing on black pages, 

detonated when the Doctor used the wire to fuse it. 
Part of the wall in the kitchen set was removable as 
a triangular panel, allowing the Doctor and Peri to 

COVERAGE 
jack, after which the stuntman dashed off to work on Production 

ack to England on T1 
janthe following Mo 

whilst looking at Peri-w; 
worked out during reher 
from learning his lines 
appearances in costume. On Tuesday 21st he and 
John Nathan-Tumer travelled to Blackpool Pleasure 
Beach to open the new Spare Invader ride - an event 

complex as the setting for a Doctor fllo serial (the 
unmade The Nightmare Fair). Over the August Bank 
Holiday weekend, Colin also attended the Kenilworth 
Town and Country Festival on Saturday 25th and 

Carmen Gomez, Greyn and Raynham flew back to 
England since all their scenes were now in the can. 
The rest of the crew settled down to relax on their 

between Oscar and .Anita in Part One had been ruined 

SEVILLE 
<: Almost half the location material was it 
*T Part Three which included the trip into 

Fielding, with Nathan-Tumer appearing with Jon 
Pertwee and the Whomobile on Monday 27th. 

The first recording session took place on Thursday 
30th and Friday 31st August in Studio TCI at _-- 
Television Centre, covering the TARDIS and Space the day as an Androgum. ^ 

scenes set in the Space Station corridor prior to the 
Sontaran attack. While the scenes in the Sixth 
Doctor’s TARDIS were being recorded, the corridor 

_BBC Radio School’s Pi 
Wavelength. Discussing their work on the s.... 
form of recorded interviews were Patrick Troughton, 
Colin Baker, production secretary Sarah Lee, Jan 
Wright, Tony Burrough, Cathy Davies, Dick Mils, 
Peter Moffett, Keith Bowden, Tim Raynham, John 
Stratton, Gary Downie, Nicola Bryant and John 
Nathan-Tumer. The completed thirty-minute prog¬ 
ramme, introduced by Andy Peebles, acted as a 
sneak preview to The Two Doctors when broadcast 
at 11.30am on Radio 4 on Thursday 20th September, 
1984. 

The second recording block was held over 
Thursday 13th and Friday 14th September in Studio 
TC6. All these concentrated on the scenes set in the 
cellar of the Dona Arana’s hacienda, for which Clinton 
Greyn rejoined the cast. Firstly, an insert for j 

reverted bad to being an Androgum. The change 1 

Pearce’s face bit by bit so that she began 
‘ ' Whilst Chessr-’-,",“ 

Two were recorded, wil 

Laurence Payne also provided L.-r— 
heard in Parts One and Two in these later scenes. 

The second day began with the only scene set in 
the Second Doctor’s TARDIS. This set consisted of 
the standard TARDIS walls, but in place of the 
current console prop which had made its debut in The 
Five Doctors, the previous control column last seen 
in The King’s Demons was brought out of retirement 
to give the ship a — -| — 
also redressed sL.~,.. 
Remote Control disc to be placed o 

ted look. This console was 

scene from Part Three in which Chessene shot 
Shockeye, wfth a white ray beam added to the picture 

For the scenes in Part Two where the Doctor 
passed out, a shot from his point-of-view showing 
Dastari gomg mrt of focus was recorded^Aprop rat 

‘catch’ and eat during the same episode and some 
taped squeals were added later. Whilst the bulk of 
Dastari’s equipment was from stock (including 
Buirough’s own consoles from Four to Doomsday), a 

m, the latter of which 
one of Dastari’s more grisly operating tools. 

A photocall was held on Friday 14th for scene 



Baker and Troughton larking about together in I 
cellar set. This day began with the first couple 
cellar scenes from Part Three, and then switched 

nes for Parts Two and Three set 

trapdoor and steps to the tunc 
of the Sontarans began on the--D 
bombs being thrown down into the passage from the 
outhouse. The bombs exploded in a shower of 
sparks, the effect of the coronic add causing green 
goo to appear on the two aliens. 

Recording continued with all the rest of the cellar 
scenes, although the very end of the final sequence 
with the Sixth Doctor and Peri left alone in the cellar 
was not completed, and had to be rescheduled for the 
hallway set in the next recording block. Parts of the 
cellar set were rigged to explode as Stike fired upon 
the Sixth Doctor and Jamie at the start of Part Three. 

rzr 

PRACTICAL JOKES 
There wasa great deal of laridng abouUn the kitchen 

Doctor and Peri. Or.v |p Upl —-r— 
had a liquid pumped through it, so that the Doctor 
could show Peri how information was transmitted. 

For the sequence at the end of Part One where 
the Doctor slips from the infrastructure and ended up 

these shots - he did however enjoy pretending to be 
one of the Flowerpot Men when the cameras were 
not running. The junction box that the Doctor was 
working on at the time was rigged to emit the gas 
which caused the Time Lord’s collapse and another 
specialised prop included the tranquilising needles 
carried by the Sixth Doctor. These had adhesive pads 
for applying to Jamie’s neck, and then a thin outer 
sheath was pulled back from the pin to give the 
impression that it had been inserted into his body. 

The final studio day completed all the remaining 
scenes at the hacienda and the postponed material 

recorded was that involving Aimee Delamain in her 
chapel for Part One, so that the chapel set could then 
be redressed as the bedroom. The remainder of the 
kitchen and hallway scenes were then recorded 
more-or-less in transmission order, except for the 
bedroom scenes, with the scene of Peri being 
brought round by the Doctor in the kitchen taped 
last. 

More special props needed for these scenes 
included a Sontaran leg waved by Shockeye to show 

and also Shockeye’s tenderiser, 
ink light illuminated as Jamie’s legs 

Bryant enjoyed m; 
although she felt th¬ 
in the finished programme man in nomies suipi. 
The actress was also the victim of Colin and Frazer’s 
levity as she got a whole jug of water thrown over 
her during the last scene to be recorded. 

for the final day had been recorded by 6pm, and 
whole of the evening session was saved. With 
Two Doctors complete, the crew were then able 
take a break before starting location filming on 7 
Mark of the Rani in late October. It was dead 
during September that these two serials would 
transposed in transmission order to give a betl 

In addition to all the studio recording, the film 
inserts also had various video effects added to the 
When Varl looked through his binoculars in P 

The 

led to the scene where the ship passed ove 
emerging 

..vj added to the soundtrack. 
To date, The Two Doctors is the final story to be 

directed by Peter Moffett, who went on to handle the 
All Creatures Great and Small Christmas Special that 
year, and then continued with that show as well as 
working on EastEnders. Guest st“ 1 i 

while longer. Later in the year she became involved 
in a production of Cinderalla being staged in 
Southampton by Fiona Cumming and John Nathan- 
Tumer, appearing alongside Cohn, Nicola and Mary 
Tamm. On January 5th 1985, she was also to join the 
trio and make a live appearance on Saturday 
Superstore to promote the new season of Doctor V'ho 
and The Two Doctors. Troughton enjoyed The Two 

FiwDoclmmUk retshd 
working with Colin Baker, as well as delighting in his 
first Sontaran story. It was also to be the actor’s final 
work on Doctor Who, although not his final link with 
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ving to speak American. There ar 
aybe half a dozen English actors wh 
n do a convincing American accen 
d vice versa, so that particular sho’ 
is fairly funny because the minute 

job. John Natha.. -- 
through my agent, we got on quite we 
and he asked if I’d be interested in a pa 
that would only take about a week to do. 

spent my life being haunted by. I’ve 
been in so many films and plays with her 
I just couldn’t believe it. Nobody had told 
me she had been cast as my successor, 
Mena.” Tom Baker didn’t speak to 
Laurence Payne throughout the filming 

inUREUE PBVnE 

made his first appearance in Doctor Who 
as the gun slinging Johnny Ringo. 
Although a long time ago he still 
remembers working on The Gunfighters, 
and recalls with a smile the offer made 
to him by director Rex Tucker m" ' 

a part which involved dressing comple¬ 
tely in^black leather.^ I agreed,^asked 

IDs first Who story br 
J!-—* -tact with Wil 

ith Bill was \_ 
ian but he never learnt his 

I have a copy of The Gunfighters and he 
waffles an awful lot in it. On the set with 
him you would think, ‘Oh Oh, he’s gone 
again’, and whoever was intelligent 

thing8! find extraordinary is the fact that 





A FIX WITH SONTARANS (dm: 8'46") 
A concerned Doctor learns that there are two Sontarans on board the TARDIS with a vitrox bomb, 
but he soon has help when the TARDIS' matter transporter scoops up two people from Earth. The 
first is an indignant Tegan who confronts the new face of the Doctor. The second is young Gareth 
Jenkins. The boy is dressed like a mini-clone of the Doctor, and helps the Time Lord to prime the 
console's energiser. Group Marshall Nathan of the Tenth Sontaran Battle Brigade and one of his 
troops blow their way into the console room, and are delighted with their prisoners. Not only do 
they have the Doctor, but in the year 2001 Gareth will lead an Earth defence force that will defeat 
a Sontaran invasion. Gareth hits the console switch the Doctor indicated, and the aliens decompose 
when caught in blasts of gas. An image of Jimmy Saville appears on the scanner, and seconds later 
the figure enters, asking the Doctor to present Gareth with a Jm'll Fix It badge. Gareth is also 



efore filming could begin on the abortive 
l“C The Nightmare Fair, and after an American 

convention appearance, Colin Baker found 
himself back in costume as the Doctor for Jim’ll Fix 
It - a long running BBC Saturday evening family 
show in which Jimmy Saville OBE made people’s 

LktaXe' written to the show's hoi 
a Doctor Who 'fix it' and,. 
during John Nathan-Tumer’s L5 

one particular lett 
:on Keynes caugl 

producer Roger Ordish and his research team. 
“Dear Jim, I like Dr. Who very much 
because I have got Colin Baker’s Doctor 

Tardis. Please could I see Colin Baker 
and go inside the Tardis. Yours sincerely 
Gareth Jenkins (Age 8)." 

Having selected the lucky youngster, director 
Marcus Mortimer contacted the Doctor Who 
production office. Nathan-Tumer felt that any 

|—J jiiji —lain in the style of the 

The sketch was originally v 
and Peri, but Nicola Bryant i 
prior to the start of production on the forthcoming 
new season and had to drop out. Janet Fielding 
however was amenable to return and Eric Saward 
rewrote Peri’s dialogue for the character of Tegan. 
The Sontaran Group'Marshall was also renamed 
Nathan by actor Clinton Greyn during recording, as 
opposed to Stem in the script. His subordinate, 

The playlet was recorded before a studio 
audience on the evening of Wednesday 20th 
February after an afternoon of rehearsals. The 
TARDIS console room was erected in the studio, 
Clinton Greyn and Tim Raynham donned their 
Sontaran costumes from The Two Doctors and Janet 
Fielding (complete with new non-Tegan hairstyle) 
was clad in her Air Australia uniform which she had 
worn from Logopdis to Time-Flight. 

SPECIAL TITLE SEQUENCE 

title sequence was shown with superimposed 
credits (in the correct neon lettering style) reading 
Starring Colin Baker, With Gareth Jenkins, In A Fix 
With Sontarans. 

Parts of the console were rigged to explode as 
the Doctor frantically operated his instruments at 
the start of the sequence. Both Tegan and Gareth 
appeared in the control room as a cross-fade from 

written for the Doctor a shot of the empty set, with their bodies ‘digitallv’ 
f 1”’J .“u3d. When the TARDIS lurched about, the 

orange video effect was 
rneen. The two Sontarans 

TARDIS via its main doors. The complicated 
aspects of Gareth Jenkins’ script were, understand¬ 
ably, written out for him on the TARDIS console. 
Some of the words were still legible to Sylvester 
McCoy during his tenure as the Doctor - although 
he humorously attributes them to Jon Pertwee! 

The Doctor Who section ran to just over nine 
minutes, including Jimmy Saville’s introduction, and 
the programme was edited together over the next 
couple of days with the addition of sound effects and 
some extra video effects. This particular edition of 
Jim’ll Fix It was shown on Saturday 23rd February, 
1985, just after Part Two of The Two Doctors was 

Shortly after transmission. Doctor Who fans in 
America were spotted wearing T-shirts bearing the 





It's 1993, and we welcome in the New Year with Sophie Aldred telling us what she has 
been up to in the last couple of years, plus her thoughts and hopes for the future of 

Doctor Who. This issue's pull-out and keep archive feature is the surreal 1966 Hartnell 
classic, The Celestial Toymaker, and, in the wake of the successful repeat of the newly 
restored The Daemons, we learn just how this and other Pertwee adventures have been 

painstakingly restored. 
All this, and the conclusion to Purebloodin 

Doctor Who Magazine #196 
on sale 21st January 1993! 



accepting strange and unusi 

-*uer people. In^aDoctor 1 

s. But there is an element that 
:o make the audience feel 
e when the Doctor is in 
was told that the audience 

:el comfortable with the funny 

no, nmny InokerS’mddTh*yyLre 
actually very appropriate sounds. The 
Sea Devils sounds had a lot of pitch 
fibbrato (high speed pitch whistle), the 

watery, "bubbly ^eel, 

Bearing in mind the experimental 
nature of The Sea Devils music, I asked 
Malcolm if any other breakthroughs 
were made during- his work on that 

‘The Sea Devils was the first time that 
1 composed music to picture. The 
shibaden (an open-reel black and white 
video player) had just been installed at 
the Workshop. It was incredibly crude. 
If the picture went fuzzy you just rubbed 
he video heads with a bit of spit on your 

„ .. le Delaware. You 
d really enjoy yourself messing 
ind with the buttons, lmobs and 

being replaced with compact faders. 
People ask me what type of mixing desk 
I like and I always reply, 'ones with big 

faders is because you can put six of them 
side by side in a small area. Whereas if 

it°woiddSbe three'tmesthe sSerftijg 
fader equipment. M 

fought for the acceptance of his sty 
music. I asked Malcolm to explain now assistants: 
he became involved with the Workshop. 
in Ihose 'Sys'te THE SEA DEVILS 
Workshop had very little in the way of It is now twenty years since Malcolm 
hardware, I expected rooms throbbing wrote the music for The Sea Devils 

-* gffi- (shown earlier this year as part of the 
BBC2 repeat season). What did he 
-mber of this period? 

.. was very difficult for me because 
__.- .... __ I was trying to do differently a show that 
Workshop were quite mad! When I first was normally done very musics 
joined the BBC, I had said that I was -• --- 
interested in the Workshop and 
eventually 1 got to a point in my career 
where I felt that I was going backwards, 

again. So I finally made the move to the 
Workshop, much to the alarm of my 
colleagues, who were wondering if they 
should send me for psychoanalysis! In 
the early years there were assistants, 
wo were ^composers, an <J a 







DWM 151 Graham Williams on 
The Nightmare Fair, The Fall 
Guys (stunt work) Part 2; f “"*u 
West England 1 " 

DWM 155 David Banks on The 
Ultimate Adventure plus in¬ 
terview with Ian Hogg. Strip: 
Nemesis of the Daieks: 4 by Star- 
kings, Tomlinson and Sullivan: 
DWM 157 The Web Planet 

le: 1 bv / 
_ JM 158 L._.- 
Platt, Bill Stratton and BBC pub- 

Twenty-Six Visual Effects Fea¬ 
ture. Strip: Hunger from the Ends 
of Time: 2. 
DWM 159 Season Twentv-Six 
Guide (Battlefield and Ghost 
Light) plus South East Location 
Guide. Strip: Train-Flight: 1 
featuring Sarah Jane-Smith, by 
Donkin, Brand and Ridgway. 
DWM 164 Interviews with John 
Nathan-Tumerand Philip Madoc; 
Terror of the Autons Archive 1; 
The Two Doctors recording 
feature; Strip: Fellow Travelers: 
1 by Cartmel and Ranson. 
DWM 165 Katy Manning and 
Video FX designer David Chap- 

of the Autons Archive*; and 
Foreign Locations Guide. Strip: 
Fellow Travellers: 2. 
DWM 166 Nicola Bryant inter¬ 
view; Behind-the-scenes on 
Mawdryn Undead, Derrick Sher- 

producer. Strip: Fellow Travel¬ 
lers. 3. 
DWM 167 Merchandise special; 

Adams,^ Pennant. Robertean 

Munro. Cvbermen - the ultimate 
monsters? Brief Encounter Time, 
Love and TARDIS by Plath and 
Vyse. Strip: Ravens: 2 plus The 
Daieks / /and 12. 
DWM 190:Wraparound cover. 
Ghost Light archived. Ian 
Scoones, Sharon Duce, Frank 
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and Lambert; Strip: R 

DWM 175 Virgin's New Adven- 

from Genesys Introduced by 
John Peel, Illustrated by Paul 
Vyse. Interviews with James Ellis 
and Louise Jameson. Strip: The 
Good Soldier: 1 by Cartmel, 
Collins and Pini. 
DWM 176 Your views on the 
show, Its merchandising and fut¬ 
ure! Plus a full Target books list¬ 
ing, Brief Encounter - Mistaken 
Identity- by Russell and Keable. 
Strip: The Good Soldier: 2 
DWM 177 The Visitation 
Nostalgia; Radio Times - the 
Tom Baker Years; Interview with 
Peter Ling, Strip: The Good 

John Lucarottl. Interviews witH 
Graeme Harper and Morgan 
Deare. Strips: Business As Usual 
by^Moore and Lloyd plus The 
DWM 186 Free Postcards. En- 

/ dirt 
ve, with feature 

n ["J Interview: Tony Caunter; Brief Interviews w th 

rvill-Evans. Special tribii 
iterial to Graham Williams u, 
thony Read, Lalla Ward and 
ny Tamm. Strip: Darkness Fal- 
g by Abnett, Sullivan and Far- 
ir plus the first part of propos- 
Doctor Who newspaper strip. 

VM 171 BBC Video special 
rue Including check list. The 
tecs production feature, inter- 

nd Peter Adventures novelists Te 

Grfefyl? b^ Abnett and Danks and 
BwMri87aFree Postcards. An- 
neke Wills interview. The Deadly 
Assassin archive; Interviews with 
Mitch Mitchell, Donald Hewlett, 
Tim Piggott-Smith and Bernard 
Holley; Brief Encounter A Rom¬ 
antic Evening by Fowles and 
Griffin; Strips: The Griel 3 plus 
The Daieks 9 

Brief 

the Daieks 14. 
DWM 192: Free Sea Devil Pos¬ 
ter. Archive on The Sea Devils 
plus retrospective on Malcolm 
Hulke. Interviews with Donald 
Tosh and Ian Scoones. Brief 
Encounter: Games by Warwick 
Gray plus strip: StripiCaf Litter 
by Platt and Ridgway. Plus The 
DWM 193; Free Sontaran poster. 
Archve on The Android Invasion. 
Interviews with Roy Castle and 
Brian Hodgson. Brief Encounter 
Toy by Varney and Lambert, plus 
stnp Purebtood I by Abnett and 

UntuUilled Dream by Dunn - 

IM 1M Free Postcards. Delta 

Smith; Revelation ol the Daieks 
archive; Brief Encounter The 
Useful Pile by Orman and 

erview witfi 

than-Tumer. StripiMart 

Camming plus Fourth Doctor 
fiction and Parly Animals strip by 

v interview marenai on ns original ; 
*%Jesign, The Three Doctors 

Nostalgia and The Chameleon 
FatfSPstrip by Cornell, Sullidgy 
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Please note the different mail order prices lor the specials below. 

VOYAGER GRAPHIC NOVEL by Steve Parkhouse and 
John Ridgway, featuring the Sixth Doctor against the 
menace of Astrolabus. Full colour graphic album. UK 

£6.00, £8.00 overseas orders. 

ABSLOM DAAK - DALEK KILLER by Steve Moore, 
John Tomlinson and Richard Starkings with art by 

Steve Dillon, David Lloyd and Lee Sullivan. The 
complete Abslom Daak story to date with additional 

text story and Kill Wagon and Dalek Death Wheel 
blueprints. UK £7.00, £9.00 overseas. 

SPECIALS 

SUMMER 1991 
Full location listings feature. The 
making ot Silver Nemesis by So¬ 
phie Aldred and Della and the 
Bannermen by Gary Downie. 
Strip; Seaside Rendezvous by 
Cornell, Frank and Baskerville. 

WINTER 1991 
UNIT EXPOSEDI Free poster. The 
making ol the UNIT stories and 
features by Ben Aaronovltch, 
Derrick Sherwin and Nicholas 
Courtney . Strip: The Man In Ihe 
Ion Mask by Abnett and 
Williamson. Brief Encounter by 
Colin Baker. 

WHO IS SARAH JANE SMITH? 
Free poster. Interview with 
Elisabeth Sladen plus biography 
of Sarah. Archives on The Hand 
ol Fear and K9 and Company. 
Strip: City ot Devils by Russell 

story by Nicholas Courtney, 
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